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this library from 8dio is made up of over 500 drum kits. the drum kits are separated into different
styles and genres. each kit comes with a variety of acoustic drum styles including: drum sets, kits,
percussion, kick drums, overheads, and a variety of other drum elements. in addition, over 5,000

sounds are included. these include over 880 samples from rare and unique instruments. the
collection is broken down into categories for easy navigation. these include: percussion, cymbals,

overheads, electronic, and synths. the collection is broken down into over 550 instruments
including: acoustic, electric, electric piano, electronic, and synth. this library from 8dio is made up
of over 350 unique string samples. the collection contains over 1,000 samples from an extensive

list of over 200 different instruments. the collection is broken down into categories for easy
navigation. these include: strings, percussion, woodwinds, brass, and synths. the collection is
broken down into over 300 instruments including: electric and acoustic guitars, violins, cellos,
double basses, banjos, banjos, vibraphones, saxophones, and more. this library comes in two

parts, a solo and ensemble library. the solo collection contains a variety of solo instruments that
you will need to add to your track to create an authentic solo style. the ensemble collection

contains a massive amount of instruments that you can use in any ensemble situation. the solo
collection contains an extensive amount of percussion. the ensemble collection contains more

percussion, as well as other instruments like the harmonium and dholak. the ethnic grooves in the
solo collection are great for urban music, but they really shine in the ethnic collection, with all of

the styles that you would want to use in a traditional indian scene. the ensemble collection
contains sections for orchestra, band, solo, religious music, bollywood, sangeet and everything

else. all of the samples have been meticulously sampled to make sure that the results are true to
the originals, with no added fx. all of the instruments are hand tuned and in their original keys.
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